Customer Case Study

How Parallels Desktop bridged
the gap between popular destinations
and an unpopular operating system
at TravelEssence

The Results

“I think that a computer can only
be considered a good computer
if it doesn’t feel like a cryptic
puzzle to an IT amateur like me.
That’s why I’ve always loved
Apple for its simplicity and
user-friendliness. I expect the
same thing from a piece of
software. It should intuitively,
quickly, and reliably do what
I need it to do, so that I don’t
have to download an operating
system with which I’m not
familiar onto my Mac for certain
applications. Parallels Desktop is
precisely this type of software.”
Andrew Morten
Founder
TravelEssence

INCREASED ACCESSIBILITY
Practical and rapid switching
between macOS and Windows
operating systems.

LOWER THE TOTAL
COST OF OWNERSHIP
Extended hardware life cycle
and reduced need to purchase
new devices.

EASE OF USE AND
STREAMLINED MANAGEMENT
Content can be copied and pasted
between macOS and Windows.

About TravelEssence

The Challenge

• TravelEssence is a specialist in
bespoke holidays to Australia
and New Zealand.

The reason why Andrew Morten founded TravelEssence is very touching: He met and fell in
love with his now wife, a born-and-bred Dutch, on one of his trips. He very much appreciated
the quality of life in the Netherlands, and the compactness of its market made it possible to tap
into it with an idea he had been thinking up for years. He decided to take up residence there
and make his dream a reality. And thus, TravelEssence was born.

• They design holidays that are
personalized with an itinerary
that focuses on small-scale
accommodation and activities.
A unique holiday, away from
mass tourism. Connecting with
the locals and experiencing the
real and authentic Australia and
New Zealand.

• The key to this specialist travel
agency’s success lies in its
experienced employees, who all
either hail from “down under”
or have lived in one of these two
countries for an extended period
of time.

• Clients can choose from
approximately 2000 small-scale
accommodations and activities
throughout Australia and New
Zealand, from farm-stays, bed
and breakfasts, guest houses,
lodges and glamping, to
authentic cultural experiences,
wildlife encounters, meetings
with the locals, wine tours
and more.

• The head office is based in Zeist
in The Netherlands, and they
maintain eight offices in several
locations throughout Germany.

As an enthusiastic Apple user and Mac fan, it was clear to him from the outset that he
would set up the company’s entire IT backend on Apple computers. Not one single
Windows computer can be found on the desks of the roughly 60 employees. Morten claims
that macOS is just too simple and foolproof, the hardware too robust and reliable, and the
design of some 15 Mac mini and 50 MacBook computers too attractive for a PC to be able
to measure up. Standard Apple applications also cover most software requirements needed
by TravelEssence—Apple Mail for internal and external communication, iPhoto, Safari and
Pages for sales, and Numbers for the back office. Add to this some individually programmed
automation scripts for managing travel information and meetings, and voilà! TravelEssence’s
operative business stands on solid foundations.
However, there have not been any Mac-compatible solutions for two central elements of
planning and organizing long-distance trips. The Galileo booking portal, a global computerreservation system for flights, requires Windows to operate. The same applies to Tourwriter,
the world’s leading tour-planning software, which is also used by TravelEssence. As a result,
Andrew was forced to use an operating system that he didn’t like.

The Solution
A preinstalled utility called Boot Camp can be found on every modern Mac. It allows Windows
to be installed alongside macOS and the computer to have a dual boot system. If Windows
has been installed, a hybrid mode of the firmware and partition table enables the user to
switch between the two operating systems every time the computer is rebooted by pressing
the option key.
While this may seem like an ideal solution to TravelEssence’s minor application problem,
Andrew says that this is not practical in everyday work. “Having to reboot the system every
time you want to book a flight could hardly be called user- or customer-friendly. Just imagine
a customer meeting being interrupted by one of these reboots, and you’ll see what I’m getting
at. Aside from that, Boot Camp’s overall lack of performance and stability makes it impossible
to transfer content between operating systems using copy and paste. However, this is also
a basic requirement, without which it is impossible to carry out our day-to-day work
efficiently.” Andrew didn’t have any choice other than to search for an alternative to Boot
Camp. As anyone in his position would do, he turned to the world’s leading search engine
to carry out further research. One of the first results Google presented him with was Parallels®
Desktop for Mac. Andrew downloaded a free trial version of the solution and began to evaluate
this option.

The Results

Parallels® is a global leader in
cross-platform solutions, enabling
businesses and individuals to access
and use the applications and files they
need on any device or operating
system. Parallels helps customers
leverage the best technology available,
whether it’s Windows, Linux, macOS,
iOS, Android or the cloud.
The company’s solution portfolio
includes the powerful Parallels
Desktop for Mac Business Edition, a
straightforward and high-performing
solution optimized for business and
learning environments to run Windows
applications on a Mac.

After a short time, it became clear that Andrew had found in Parallels Desktop a highperformance, sophisticated solution to his Galileo and Tourwriter problem. Alongside its simple
installation and seamless, resource-saving integration in macOS, Coherence mode in Parallels
Desktop really won Andrew over. With Coherence mode, the OS X window (with Pages, iPhotos,
and Numbers) and the Windows-based Galileo and Tourwriter screens can be displayed on the
same desktop. Data can be transferred between both systems using copy and paste. This
guaranteed the exact level of usability and practicality that Andrew had envisioned. As he himself
testifies, “I think that a computer can only be considered a good computer if it doesn’t feel like
a cryptic puzzle to an IT amateur like me. That’s why I’ve always loved Apple for its simplicity and
user-friendliness. I expect the same thing from a piece of software. It should intuitively, quickly,
and reliably do what I need it to do, so that I don’t have to download an operating system onto
my Mac for certain applications. Parallels Desktop is precisely this type of software.”

For further information visit https://www.parallels.com/products/business/
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